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JUNIOR BACKEND DEVELOPER (M/F) 
GRIN is currently looking for a talented software engineer with a strong interest in backend 
server technologies, including database-driven, high-performance and low-latency web 
applications for our office in Munich, Germany. 

Key responsibilities: 

- Design and implement scalable web services 

- Design and communicate new API features 

- Automate recurring tasks, help us simplify operations 

- Write and maintain tests to improve software quality 

- Ensure high uptime and scalability 

- Work as part of an agile project team on all backend development projects 

- Work with our support and business teams 

We are looking for someone who is smart and adaptive, able and interested to learn new technologies 
and likes to get things done. You will be working on our core web services for internal and external 
use, including book delivery, author remuneration systems and metadata storage and distribution. 

Skills and Requirements: 

- The ideal candidate will have the following profile: 

- Legal right to work in Germany 

- Experience writing backend applications 

- Development experience in Python and C++ under Unix/ Linux 

- Knowledge with web and backend technologies and relational databases (i.e. HTTP, SSH, 
MySQL, FTP, XML etc) 

- BS/ MS in Computer Science or equivalent experience 

About GRIN Verlag GmbH: 

We are building the infrastructure for the publishing of the future. Among others Germany´s largest 
academic publishing site grin.com and one of its preeminent digital first publishers dotbooks are using 
GRIN publishing software. Processing more than 250k documents and paying royalties to more than 
60k authors our technology is at the core of the business. Our goal is to build great technology. 

We maintain a work/ life balance without late nights and weekend work and have a great open floor 
office in a startup hub with neighbours such as hybris, stylight and others. Munich is a great place to 
live, located in the centre of Europe and surrounded by lakes and close to the alps. 

What do we offer: 

- Competitive salary 

- Full health/ dental insurance plan in German´s high-class public health system 

- 25 vacation days plus 12 Bavarian holidays (no other German state has more) 

- Paid work-related training (i.e. conferences, workshops, etc.) 

- Relocation assistance 

- German language class for international applicants. 




